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Philippe welcomes everyone to the meeting we begin at 8:05am. Special welcome to BG friends 

and Gorka, Benan and Jorge, and Kinku. Thanks them for attending at least one meeting a year 

helping to facilitate communication between NABO and them. 

 

Asks how many are attending their first meeting.  Asks if there are any NABO founders present, 

and recognizes Pierre Etcharren.  Explains about the portraits in the room. Martin Minaberry and 

his contributions to NABO, and who the SFBCC’s library is named after.  Also two famous 

bertsolaris with Xalbador and Mattin.  In 1960, they came to perform at a French club and their 

microphones were disconnected making local Basques very unhappy, and so that night that 

group of Basques founded the San Francisco Basque Club in June of 1960. Nineteen years later 

the SFBCC was founded, with the two organizations working very strongly.  Those two clubs 

host the NABO meetings and both presidents are present today.  

 

President of BC Lisa Etchepare and SFBCC Pres Jean Pierre Cabalette. Lisa gave a rundown for 

the day’s events and reminded us to reach out to their club delegates if you need anything.  

 

We then took a minute to remember Emilia Doyaga - Dedicated delegate from SBSA, from 

Brooklyn and attended many, many meetings. She also represented NABO at the 1999 World  

Congress and was recognized in 2010, with a Bizi Emankorra. Asks folks to share anecdotes 

about her.   

 

Philippe began with a story about musicians in 2005 at Boise Hall of Fame told Berri Txarrak 

and Beti Egarri story. Philippe feared they weren’t appropriate for the occasion, but Emilia was 

very open to that.  

 

Benan shares about his first visit to a NABO meeting. She showed him the different ways to be 

Basque. She was a dreamer and she used to follow big dreams because that is what keeps you 

going.  Suggests that someone here to make a motion to propose to Basque authorities to name 

the next lectureship that they may create after her.  

“Emilia Doyaga, rest in peace and God Bless your family.”  

 

Roll call – Attendance 

 

NABO Officers 

President – Philippe Acheritogaray 

Vice-President – Annie Gavica  
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Treasurer – Mayi Petracek  

Secretary – Kate Camino 

 

NABO Administrators 

Euskara Coordinator – Sonia Castañon  

Facilitator – Kate Camino 

Webmaster – Lisa Corcostegui 

 

Program Directors & Committee Chairpersons  

Finance Committee – Mayi Petracek  

Investment Committee – Mayi Petracek 

Calendars – Mary Lou Urrutia, - excused  

Education – John Ysursa - excused 

Euskara –Martin Goicoechea 

History & Memoria Bizia – Patty Miller  

Mus – Pierre Etcharren  

Pilota – Tony Huarte  

Txerriki Contest Organizer – Valerie Arrechea 

Udaleku – Valerie Arrechea & Kate Camino 

By-Laws Review Special Committee – Frank Yraguen  

Euskal Kantari Eguna – Anita Izoco & Noel Goyhenetche – Anita is excused 

 

Board of Directors (delegates) Representing 34 NABO Member Organizations 

 

British Columbia 

Zazpiak Bat: Vancouver  Elena Sommer   Elena Sommer  

    

Quebec 

Euskaldunak: Quebec   Noel Fagoaga – via Zoom 

 

California 

Bakersfield 

Kern County Basque Club   Louis Iturriria   Kathy Iturriria Laverty 

 

Chino 

Chino Basque Club   Maite Maisterena   Angela Cassey 

 

Fresno 

Fresno Basque Club    JP Etchechury   JP Etchechury 
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Los Angeles 

Oberena    Manuel Villaneuva  Manuel Villanueva 

 

Los Banos 

Los Banos Basque Club   Jim Etchepare   Victor Olano  

  

Marin-Sonoma 

Marin-Sonoma  

Basque Association   Valerie Arrechea  Pierre Etcharren  

 

Ontario 

Southern California 

Basque Club    Gina Espinal Aguerre proxy Gina Espinal Aguerre proxy 

 

Rocklin 

Iparreko Ibarra/ 

Northern Valley Basque Club  Noel Goyeneche   Mike Uro 

 

San Francisco 

Anaitasuna Basque Club   Marisa Espinal  Marisa Espinal proxy 

 

San Francisco Basque Club  JP Elissetche   Matthew Etchepare  

 

Basque Educational  

Organization    Marisa Espinal  Anne Marie Echeveria proxy 

 

San Francisco Basque 

Cultural Center   Valerie Arrechea  Pierre Etcharren  

 

Susanville 

Susanville Eskualdun Inc.  Absent   

 

Ventura County 

Ventura County Basque Club  Jose Luis Urrutia  Maria Urrutia   

 

Colorado 

Denver Euskal Etxea   Mayi Petracek   Mayi Petracek proxy 
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Idaho 

Boise 

Basque Museum &  

Cultural Center   Annie Gavica   Cindy Schaffeld 

 

Basque Studies at  

Boise State University  Nere Lete proxy  Nere Lete proxy  

 

Cenarrusa Foundation   Cindy Schaffeld proxy Cindy Schaffeld  

 

Euzkaldunak: Boise Basque  

Center  Argia Beristain   Ricardo Yanci 

 

Oinkari Basque Dancers  Jill Kaltenecker  Isana Urquidi 

 

Gooding 

Gooding Basque Association  Asun Bedialauneta  Asun Bedialauneta proxy  

 

Homedale 

Txoko Ona Basque Club  Gloria Lejardi    Gloria Lejardi  proxy 

 

Mountain Home 

Euskal Lagunak   Annie Gavica    Annie Gavica proxy  

 

Nevada  

Battle Mountain 

Battle Mountain Oberenak  Cindy Schaffeld  Cindy Schaffeld proxy  

 

Elko 

Elko Euzkaldunak Club  Valerie Arrechea proxy Pierre Etcharren proxy  

 

Gardnerville 

Mendiko Euskaldun Cluba  Aline Izoco proxy   Aline Izoco proxy  

 

Las Vegas 

Lagun Onak    Argia Beristain   Argia Beristain proxy 
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Paradise Valley 

Santa Rosa Basque Club  Susan Gavica   Susan Gavica proxy 

 

Reno 

Center for Basque Studies  Kate Camino    Kate Camino proxy 

 

Zazpiak Bat  

Reno Basque Club   Enrike Corcostegui  Enrike Corcostegui proxy 

 

Winnemucca 

Euskaldunak Danak Bat  Absent  

 

New York 

Euzko Etxea    Absent  

 

Oregon 

Ontario, Oregon Basque Club  Frank Yraguen   Lisa Corcostegui  

 

Rhode Island 

Portsmouth 

New England Basque Club  Juan Mari Aramendi - Zoom Valerie Arrechea proxy  

 

Utah 

Basque Club of Utah   Sonia Castañon  Jean Flesher 

 

District of Columbia 

Washington D.C.  

Euskal Etxea    Absent    

 

Washington 

Seattle Euskal Etxea   Absent   

Wyoming 

Big Horn Basque Club  Mick Camino - Zoom  Mick Camino proxy 

 

Alkartasuna Basque Club  Martin Goicoechea   Mikaela Goicoechea   
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Clubs not attending – Susanville Basque Club, Euskaldunak Danak Bat (Winnemucca, NV), 

Euzko Etxea of New York, Washington DC Euskal Etxea, Seattle Euskal Etxea 

 

Guests in attendance also included Patty Yraguen, Ronnie Goicoechea, Nikki Iturriria, Unai 

Nafarrate, Christine Etchepare, Janice Olano, Anne Marie Chiramberro, Mary Anne Schaffeld, 

Iñigo from the Boise Ikastola, Lisa Etchepare Rubin, and Jean-Pierre Cabalette.  

 

Basque Government Representatives – Director of the Basque Community Abroad, Gorka 

Alvarez, Benan Oregi; Delegate of Euskadi in the US Jorge Fernandez, and from the Ministry of 

Culture/Etxepare Basque Institute, Director of Euskara Munduan, Kinku Zinkunegi.  

 

Minutes approved as presented.  Thirty-six clubs were represented in all, however the two clubs 

Zooming in did not count for quorum so total number for quorum is 34 or 68 delegates for a 

simple majority of 35 and 2/3s is 45.  

 

34 x 2 = 68/2 = 34 - 35 simple majority and 45 is 2/3s.  

 

Philippe called for approval of the minutes. Mayi moved to accept them as presented.  Annie 

Gavica seconded the motion. Any questions or corrections?  All in favor to approve minutes as 

presented – Minutes passed.  

 

Treasurer’s report – refer to delegates’ packet. Thanks the finance committee for their hard work 

as the investment account is growing nicely.  January Capital Advisors is coming to present on 

that.  We are in very good financial shape.   

 

Compared income/loss between 2018 and 2019 if you have any questions, please let her know.  

Wanted to highlight one item - last year for $500 contribution from Mayi’s company since she 

retired.  She reminded us about company donations and/or Amazon smile.  If your club is a 

501c3 you can have Amazon proceeds sent to your club. 2020 club dues are due.  

 

Mayi motioned to accept treasurer’s report JP Elissetche seconded the motion.  

Victor asks if there is anyone in NABO to help clubs to get established as a 501c3. Philippe also 

has some input and Mayi adds that CO is doing the same thing. Philippe thinks very few clubs 

may qualify for a 501c3. Nonprofit is always at the state level and then different levels of tax 

exemption and the 501c3 allows for donations to be exempted from income tax. Philippe didn’t 

think the application process was too bad.  But Victor said it was a huge packet but you have to 

know how to fill in the packet correctly.  501c3 only a short list of clubs qualify for that status, 
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but most clubs would be qualified as a social club so a 501c4 instead. All in favor to accept the 

report.  

 

Passes unanimously 

 

Basque Government -  

 

Gorka begins his presentation.  He reminds us that this is his third year as Director of the Basque 

Communities Abroad in the Basque Government. Thanks us for the warm welcome and allowing 

him time to share all of the different projects with us.    

Talks about the BG Programs since the establishment of the law in 1994, allowing cooperation 

between the BG and Basques in the Diaspora. 

 

Basque Government Grants is best-known program.  These are divided into two categories for 

operating and infrastructure.  Last year, they helped 70 clubs in 16 countries including 5 clubs in 

the US and NABO for activities and another 2 for infrastructure around 77,000 Euros for the 

entire country.  Argentina gets 41% of the monies for activities. 

 

There were technical difficulties with Gorka’s presentation so in the interim we went back to the 

balance sheet with Mayi.  The 2nd sub-bullet includes a CD, which will mature - asking for a 

motion to roll it over, or to move funds to the general account.  

Frank moves to delegate authority to finance committee to decide what to do with the $12,000 

CD when it matures- seconded by Gina E. Passes unanimously.  

 

Bizi Emankorra Nominations –  

 

Philippe says that no nominations had been received ahead of time and so is asking for 

nominations from the floor.  Some names he’s heard in the past are Janet Inda… 

Kate moves to nominate Juan Mari Aramendi since convention is in New England. She explains 

not only his role in his local club, but also his traveling around to other clubs with the Herri 

Kirolak team.  JP seconded. Passes unanimously.  

 

Committee reports –  

 

Education Committee-  

Nere Lete and Benan talked about the BSU symposium at Jaialdi and summer course at UPV 
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Along with Jaialdi there is also a seminar organized by BSU related to Basque studies.  This year 

the BG is collaborating with Basque Global Initiative, a 2-day seminar Thursday and Friday until 

noon and the main title is “Minority Cultures and Navigating Globalization and the Basques.”  

With four keynote speakers – Itarbas (?), Oscar Alvarez, Cameron Watson, and Blas Pedro 

Uberuaga. The seminar is open to the public and students have an opportunity to earn a credit. 

For the first time, UPV is including this seminar as part of its Udako Ikastaroa, so also 

recognized by UPV.  If you would like to do something academic, all are invited to BSU for this 

seminar.  

 

Nere then takes the floor and asks to get the OK from NABO to collaborate in the event.  They 

will use the logo only, no financial commitment. Would use it on their promotion material and 

NABO networks for advertising. 

 

Ricardo moves Jean Flesher seconds - passes unanimously.  

 

Nere Lete - Talks about the Basque Studies Minor at BSU. She has been the director of the 

Basque Studies for the last 14 years, and also teaches Basque there. They now have some 

scholarship funds to offer thanks to Argia’s efforts. Ziortza Gandarias who has a Ph.D. from 

UNR, and is married and lives in Boise at the department with her. Basque Studies is an 

interdisciplinary program and they have a number of adjunct faculty.  They provide elementary 

and intermediate Basque language certificates, and next fall Basque culture certificates will also 

be available, besides the Basque studies minor. 

 

Have some Basque studies minors but most come to them from cross-listing. Between 550-580 

students, not minors but who are taking their courses. They offer internships at the Ikastola, and 

Museum and at the Basque music radio show on the PULSE student radio. They are not paid 

internships but they get credit for the work they do. They also have other activities besides 

classes, films, a photo contest, mintzapraktika in Basque or whatever language, if other students 

are around.  

 

They are also part of the Etxepare University Network with the Eloise Garmendia Bieter Chair. 

This is an opportunity to do Basque studies at the Graduate Level. The next professor who will 

fill that position is Monika Madinabeitia. 

 

There are several scholarship opportunities at the Basque Studies at BSU. Two scholarships 

created by Soccer Friendly, one in Pete Cenarrusa’s name and another in Jim Jausoro’s names. 
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These scholarships are funded from the endowment and so are in perpetuity. This is the result of 

4% of 1.9 million dollars donated to BSU because of Basque Soccer Friendly.  

 

If you need further information, please reach out to Nere.  

Finishes with students testimonials.  

 

Back to Gorka’s presentation – Resumes with Basque Grant funding - Argentina gets 41% of the 

budget with 34 Euskal Etxeak, Uruguay with 6, Spain 5 and US 6 Euskal Etxeak.  The maximum 

grant for activities is 30,000 Euros.  For infrastructure Argentina also takes 53% of the budget 

for infrastructure among 19 clubs, Venezuela in second and US in third.  Maximum is 10,000 a 

year.  

 

Talks about grants for folks in dire needs. Is helping families that are managed by women.  

Families in Cuba took the majority of this funding last year.  

 

In 2019, they processed requests from 36 people wanting to return to live in Euskadi. Since they 

are not an independent country, they can only provide some rights to returnees, last year out of 

the 36 requests, they were only able to accommodate 6.  

 

Gaztemundu 2020 – Will be about Basque Gastronomy at the Gastronomy School in Gasteiz in 

October.  

Still working on the Basque Diaspora Archive, have 3,000 documents, photos and other objects. 

The objective is to save the memory of the Basque community, the past and the present of the 

eighth province.  

 

Euskal Diasporaren Eguna – Last year it was celebrated in Ispaster. This year more activities are 

planned around the world on September 8th.  

 

Benan talks about the World Congress - Not proportional representation as every country gets 3 

representatives. Have included the revision of the law in the 4-year plan.  Goal of every congress 

is to create a 4-year plan.  Last congress was organized differently, and people were part of 

roundtables. They are hoping to update the original law that established the celebration of the 

World Congress.  Representatives from 21 out of the 25 countries that have Basque clubs 

attended the congress.  On the last day attendees were taken to the Basque Parliament to honor 

those that passed the law 25 years ago making all of the BG programs possible.  

The Basques in California exhibit opened during the congress, it will then tour places in the 

Basque Country before returning for Jaialdi and will then go to California.  
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He also mentioned novelties in the 4-year plan that was passed by the Advisory Board on Feb. 

7th. All the measures are organized under 5 objectives.  One change is instead of the BG 

organizing the exhibit, they will instead provide means to communities in order to foster those 

activities. Diasporize includes educational presentations, or even at the school level to educate 

the youth in the Basque Country about the Diaspora because many youth in the Basque Country 

are unaware of Basque immigration abroad. They have done many presentations and hope that it 

will become part of their curriculum in the future.  

Gaztemundu will continue and besides Euskara Munduan they also want to create Dantza 

Munduan for seminars taught by instructors in the Basque Country. For the first time, Mus is 

mentioned in the 4-year plan, but this year, Mus has been included as a cultural activity.  

Ricardo has a question about the translation it should be intangible not immaterial.  

 

Gorka adds in 2021 they will continue all of their traditional programs as well as helping Jaialdi, 

as well as amending the law. 

 

As 2020 is an election year so the Parliament will be elected in April who will choose the 

Lehendakari so not sure if this will be his last meeting with us.  

 

Philippe includes the election of the three representatives who are part of the advisory board that 

Gorka was talking about.  Jean was elected as our representative and so asked Jean to talk a little 

bit about how it works.  

 

Jean explains that the world is divided into 3 different regions and so we have Canada, Mexico, 

St. Pierre & Miquelon and us. Since Canada is part of NABO we have a good consensus among 

the clubs.  Meet every year to talk about our concerns etc. and to communicate our concerns at 

the meeting with the BG once a year. Expressing our needs that may differ from what other 

Basques need around the world. Was made aware of the various Basque communities in the 

world at the Congress as some count on the BG for survival, unlike us. North American countries 

have agreed to rotate the representative with the last being Lorea in Mexico, now, US and next it 

will be someone from Canada. We then listened to Jean’s speech at the Parliament on the last 

day of the congress. Jean then thanked Annie Gavica and Benan for their help with the speech.  

 

Coffee Break meeting resumed at 10am 
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We then recognized the Battle Mountain Proxy Cindy Shaffeld and since attending by Zoom 

doesn’t count towards quorum, so the quorum remains the same. Also recognized Anne Marie 

Etcheverria from BEO and Xabier Berrueta as well. 

 

Please refer to Committee Reports 

 

Calendar - 2021 calendar report, for the next four years the calendar will feature NABO Clubs 

this year has spreadsheet of clubs to be featured. Dates and photos are due to Mary Lou by May 

15th. You can do this online and calendars are planned to be ready by Jaialdi. 

 

Euskara Report - Martin introduces new Euskara coordinator Sonia Castanon.  Really excited to 

work with her and expand the program.  Thanks the Basque Government and Kinku for the 

support provided. It has been a struggle, but we are still alive.  This summer marks 20 years 

since we began the program.  Passes the Microphone to Sonia 

 

Sonia - She introduces herself.  Presentation includes current classes, and plans for the future 

including Zoom Teacher’s meetings and teachers’ proposals, wanting to participate in more 

events.  Knows what a struggle it is to be an adult learning a language. She taught English in the 

Basque Country too, and so is aware of struggles on both sides. She is also a life coach now. Her 

goals as a coordinator are to create a community, to communicate and to share and make it a 

more collaborative effort. Encourage communication between all involved, NABO teachers, 

Etxepare, Euskara committee, NABO etc. Hope to have more Euskara used in more day-to-day 

activities in clubs.  

 

Refer to her report – Classes began in the fall.  Teachers have been compensated for last year. 

About 22 classes and 160 students collectively, in 10 cities. There is a renewed interest in Reno 

and Vancouver - new teachers Edurne Arostegui and Gorka, Samine’s son is teaching in 

Vancouver. David Romtvedt is willing to teach in Buffalo they did a Basque activity night and 

so thinks there may be one student there. Samine is teaching students at a TX club. Ontario is 

trying to start something and since Christine is in Seattle then there are possibilities there.  

 

The future is online classes and so she hopes to be able to get students, that are not necessarily 

NABO members, Basque or Basque club members, and it would be nice for teachers to be able 

to offer Zoom classes and create a pool of students through Zoom that could be shared. Allowing 

teachers to sit in on others classes to share experiences, or as a way to collaborate.  
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First committee meeting was dedicated to updating the job description for the Euskara 

Coordinator. She also held meetings with teachers to field their questions and concerns. Teachers 

challenge include mixed-level classes, as well as students joining later in the semester.  Zoom 

will allow teachers to get together and collaborate and having a pool of students will also help 

accommodate some of these students. Will take the load off of one teacher trying to 

accommodate various teaching scenarios.  

 

She has created some forms. There will be four forms for the teachers and for grants, where the 

teacher’s include how many classes, what level, how many men/women etc. for grant purposes.  

There is another that is a student evaluation of the teacher, teacher self-evaluations and another 

for teachers to evaluate the coordinator. Still working on those.  

 

Would like to participate in more events. Jaialdi is the next big event and so we will have a booth 

there. Hopes to have some games and learning experiences.  Have some fun and maybe enroll 

more students there. Are hoping to have teacher participation there as well. Will take it one step 

at a time.  

 

Asks for comments or questions -  

Mike Uro was taking lessons with Esther Ciganda but that class fell apart. The issue became 

incorporating a new student who was a beginner, which is always difficult.  Mike suggests 

providing a beginning instructor via Zoom, another one the next level etc. so you can fit in to any 

level at any time.  

 

Sonia added that Euskara Munduan has also launched an online program, and Samine is doing 

that if anyone is interested in that let her know.  

 

Gina Espinal-Aguerre let us know that she texted Winnemucca and there is interest but no 

location and so will share information so Sonia can talk to them about an online option.    

 

Gloria Lejardi - thanks Sonia for being so enthusiastic and she really likes the Zoom meetings.  

She thanks the committee for updating the job description and suggests that we think about the 

coordinator being a 2-year position so there is more continuity because there is a lot to learn.  

 

Kinku - Thanks Sonia for her presentation asks for a hand for her.  Also Kinku’s first time here 

was 20 years ago when he worked with Philippe to get something going. These 20 years have 

gone by fast, but they have gotten a lot done in that time.  Back then, there were no teachers, and 

no internet, but over the years, we have taken a lot of steps to strengthen the situation here. Now 
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there are 13 teachers, six out of the 13 in the US are Americans; the others are from the Basque 

Country may continue or not depending on their situations.  If you need teachers, we provide 

Euskara Munduan to train local teachers.  There is enough material in English with a 1,000 

teaching hours now available through Kinku. Online is also an option now with Zoom but, Zoom 

also requires that you be connected at specific times of day. The online option however does not 

require that and so it is more self-paced.  There are 300-400 hours available now online. 

 

Until now, you could only take the certification test in Europe, but if there is enough interest, 

they can provide the exam here too, as they have in Argentina.  

 

Grants, they have made a lot of progress in this area too in these 20 years.  We have challenges 

and still a lot to do, but we are still ahead of where we were 20 years ago. Clubs have to 

internalize and own Basque classes. Everything that has been put in place is available to NABO 

and our clubs. It is now up to us to do the work and find more teachers, and students.  We should 

include more Euskara activities at our events Mintzadromos (Areas provided for conversation 

practice) etc. Also, continue to participate in the reading at the Arriaga Theater.  

 

We are here to listen to your needs and concerns and hope to find solutions for you.  And so 

every year NABO and Etxepare signs an agreement that outlines this relationship, which they 

signed at that point.   

 

Facilitators report – Kate - Had hoped to turn in the NABO grant today, but it’s not quite done. 

Asks committee chairs if there is anything they would like to include since there is still time. 

Thank you for sharing news for Astero. 

 

Lisa – she created a Google form to include new officers.  Added a Bertsolari special tribute 

page and a form as well with PayPal to RSVP. All paper calendar dates have been included into 

the Google calendar. Please include your dates on the online calendar if your dates are not there 

once you are added. Ask Lisa to be added. You can also add these to your phones. In working 

with Ateak Ireki asked about a GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation). We don’t have one 

but we need one, so is wanting to know if anyone has experience in creating a privacy policy for 

their website.   Anna Marie from Hella Basque said she could help with that.  

 

Kantari Eguna - October 10th in Rocklin in conjunction with the NABO meeting. Will also host 

the Txerriki contest on that same day.  Noel also talks about the Sutter contest, a group of 

Basques who have met since about 1960, and Mike Uro took second place.   
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2021, Kantari Eguna will be in Gardnerville marking its 40th anniversary 

 

History Committee - last few years have had reports from Pedro in regards to the WWII 

monument.  Wanting NABO support for such a monument. There is no financial commitment, 

just providing our support. Marisa moves to support the idea of a WWII Basque monument - JP 

Elissetche seconds.  Kate expresses Pedro’s idea of making it happen in Bakersfield so that it 

could be part of the Memorial Weekend festivities in Bakersfield. Passes unanimously 

 

Email from Patty Miller in regards to History Committee that had been forwarded to the 

delegates.  Communicates the current situation of the history committee. Philippe reads this 

email now. The gist is that many clubs are working to preserve history on their own, but not 

necessarily as part of a NABO initiative.   

 

Memoria Bizia - Kate feels that Memoria Bizia is still a NABO initiative.  Philippe checked with 

Pedro and so after it ran its course from 2014-2017 it doesn’t exist any longer in this original 

format. Officially the project is done as it was originally structured is done.   

 

Kate suggests that anyone conducting these oral histories share these with either the Center for 

Basque Studies or Basque Museum so they are not lost in individuals’ garages.  

 

Mus Report - NABO finals will be in Los Banos on Saturday June 20th. Numbers in Bay Area 

are going up, with the BEO also doing a tournament this year. Can register to play mus on their 

new website. The BEO will now have an official Mus Tournament, and not just Mus as a 

fundraiser. First tournament will take place on Sunday, March 29th at the SFBCC. Please join 

them and spread the word. Website is basqueeducational.org  

 

Jr. Mus and adult Mus were combined into one chair, which is Pierre, with more committee 

members.  Asks that clubs please nominate one person in each club to organize Mus there. And 

also teach the youth how to play. Can take advantage of how to play mus created by Lisa.    

Some clubs are falling away because of lack of interest, and so names Rocks Springs and Las 

Vegas and hopes they can participate again. Please let them know your winners ASAP. Any club 

with 21 teams or more can send two teams to the NABO tournament.  NABO Mus will be on the 

day before Father’s Day in Los Banos. Any questions about NABO Mus? 

 

Jim Etchepare asks if the official language for Mus?  Pierre, still working on that at the 

International level. We will play by the NABO rules at the finals that are very close to the 

international rules.  
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International Mus - refer to report – Held in Baiona in October and winners were from Canada, 

Patxi Altuna and Rufino Iribarren.  They were also champions when hosted in the US in 2017. 

One of the teams from France was disqualified, and so the second team left the tournament in 

solidarity. France had two teams as the hosting country. Has never seen anything like that in the 

40 years he’s been attending the tournament. You can find more information if you go to the 

Global Mus website.  All of the minutes of those meetings are also there.  Thanks Lisa for her 

help updating the website.  

 

2020 International Mus will be in Montevideo, Uruguay during the last week of October. The 

following year will be in Peru.  Pierre is afraid we will have to host again before 2027, and only 

collecting $10 per NABO player may not be enough. Right now, we are breaking even collecting 

around $12K annually. We will have to raise money sooner than later. He is asking to reconsider 

raising the dues again.  France will not participate in Uruguay because of what happened last 

year. So everyone is looking to the US. Pierre is the delegate for the US, Canada and Australia. 

Any questions?  

 

Jose Luis Urrutia commented on his experience in Baiona and then moved to increase Mus dues 

by $5 to begin in 2021. Last time we hosted International Mus it costed around $60K. Jean 

Flesher seconds. 

 

Gloria L, Txoko Ona has requested more information about Mus financial history to make a 

more informed decision. Pierre said that all of that information has been presented at the 

meeting.  Gloria would like more information about the history.  Mayi added that she included 

more detail in the financial report. Pierre says each time we’ve hosted international mus it has 

been different.  Gloria moves to table until we have the information sent to each club, seconded 

by Ricardo Yanci. Please come back to convention ready to vote on it so can be implemented in 

2021. What are we paying for when hosting?  We provide room, food and transportation but they 

do pay a fee per player. NABO determines the $10 per player, but clubs charge what they want 

to for each tournament.   

 

Philippe suspends the meeting so Jeffrey Hodges from January Capital Advisor can present on 

our investment accounts.  

 

Switch gears to Jeffrey Hodges from January Capital Advisors - Started with $100,000 but now 

have $150,000 in the portfolio. The finance committee is probably the most active, meeting 

every quarter, and always asking many questions. Has outperformed expectations. Now sitting at 

$172,385.  
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Back to Mus - Pierre is happy that everyone discusses Mus with their club and knows that 

everyone wants to travel to other places, but wants to consider who may want to be involved in 

the next time we have to host. Mus dues have been the same since 1979.  

 

Vote to table the question regarding raising Mus dues $5 - passes unanimously 

 

Resume after lunch 2:15pm 

 

Noel Fagoaga (Quebec) and Juan Mari Aramendi from New England Basque Club via Zoom 

 

Convention 2020 August 14th for the meeting at the Holiday Inn next to the plaza and festival on 

August 15th. Festival will include Paella contest, dancing, herri kirolak etc. Encouraging folks 

from the west to participate.  Will try to squeeze as many events into the day as possible. Noel 

will try to bring the trainera to convention too.  

 

Noel, may send some pilotaris to New England for convention.  In Montreal hosted the Soka 

Dantza exhibit, September 10-20th in a central plaza in downtown Montreal. Collaborating with 

many other organizations. Will celebrate a Basque week that includes September 8th with the 

Diaspora Day.  Will bring various dance groups.  Exhibit will be ready to travel in October.  

Main updates if there are other clubs that would like to share it, let him know. 

 

NABO meeting is on Friday, August 14th festival on Saturday the 15th leaving Sunday for travel 

home. Juan Mari asks permission to use club logos for publicity. Everyone agrees.  

 

Valerie - Would like to have a Jr. Mus tournament at the SFBCC during the Jaialdia on August 

29th. Jaialdia will focus on youth games, including Mus.  Will have different age categories, 

following NABO’s groups.  

 

Pilota - Tony Huarte - refer to pilota report - shout out to the pilota council who has been helping 

NABO pilota a lot. Pilota means all disciplines, not just eskuz. NABO finals will be at Jaialdi. 

Thanks Lisa for her great job on the website.   

 

Xabi Berrueta - his focus is leaving a legacy above and beyond. When you see our game all over 

the world, it is leaving a mark. Inclusion is important.  Currently negotiating for August festival 

with Emakume Master Cup to focus on the development of Eskuz pilota and the women’s game.  

Hope it works out to have part of the professional women’s tour here in August.  
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Tony’s contact info is on the website feel free to reach out.  

 

Txerriki - 2020 Txerriki will take place in Rocklin this year instead of at convention.  Any 

questions reach out to Valerie. The Sutter event is part of the reason why we created Txerriki.  

 

Udaleku - refer to report. Registration on March 1st at 6pm PST. Cost will be $420 per student 

with 10% sibling discount.  Aid applications are now closed.  SLC will choose their aids now 

from those applications.  

 

2021 in Bakersfield June 13-June 25th tentatively but will confirm at convention.   

 

How to play Mus is available on the website.  Pierre was also honored at International Mus for 

being one of the founders, of the organization. 

 

Music – Music has become a repository for music, information etc.  so Valerie moves that 

Mikaela becomes the NABO Music chair, Seconded by Marisa Espinal.  Is it a program or 

committee?  Will be more of a program as she is an expert in all specialties. Passes unanimously.  

 

Mikaela has three main goals - has done much research in many areas.   

1. Preservation 

2. Education - beyond Udaleku easy gateway to learn about the culture. 

3. Help make musicians lives easier. - has personal experience in this area and feels she can 

help musicians in performance, creation etc.   

Lisa - what is it called = Music Program Director 

 

Special By Laws Committee – Frank Yraguen = refer to the report: NV law says we must 

provide for proxies.  They provide for both written and electronic proxies. Conclusion - if you 

want us to pursue proxies, let us know how you want to proceed. Proposes having a time limit. 

Frank suggests not spending more than 15 minutes on this.  If you want the special committee to 

proceed, we can but if that is the wish, but need more direction.  

 

Martin - the more rules we set the harder it is to enforce them.   

 

Philippe, the committee did answer the question regarding proxies, so we are good there.  

 

Frank, do you want us to go further?   

Philippe, is anyone concerned about attendance to NABO meetings?  
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Kate comments that she feels we should be concerned, because as a member of a federation it 

would make sense to attend and contribute to the conversation.  Today there is exceptional 

attendance but Mountain Home was not the same.  There has to be a minimum level of interest to 

participate in these events, and if your community does not have that level of interest, maybe that 

is an honest conversation you need to have. And if it is determined that your club is no longer 

interested then the quorum would be reduced. 

  

Marisa – finances probably play a part in attendance.  Is it possible to subsidize clubs on travel 

costs?  

 

Asun finances do play a part because Gooding doesn’t pay for their delegates. So if nobody from 

Gooding comes, it is because of lack of funds.   

 

Noel – you can always attend online.  

Philippe – only if the venue supports it.  

Noel – each club has to make that decision or use proxies otherwise. He doesn’t feel that we 

should subsidize clubs.  

 

Cindy S. how do you measure levels of commitment? If they are represented by a proxy or show 

up to a meeting, maybe paying dues is as far as their commitment goes.  Dues is the extent of 

their commitment. Maybe they just want the information.  We shouldn’t be asking people to do 

everything.  

 

Elena - it costs a lot for folks from Vancouver to attend maybe around $2k per person.  That is 

why they try to at least attend the winter meeting. Would be happy to Zoom in too.  Not a lack of 

interest simply has to do with finances.  

 

Ateak Ireki Program - Result of meeting with folks after the World Congress.  Program for youth 

after they age out of Udaleku. NABO signed a Memo Of Understanding and so the program has 

moved forward.  Registration opened on February 1st.  Maximum is 50 participants and there are 

31 so far. Applicants from all over the US.  Program dates are June 29th-July 19th and Argia has 

posters for everyone to take and share, or visit www.ateakireki.eus. The three-week stay is free 

except for airfare to and from.  Everything is paid for by sponsors in the Basque Country as well 

as from private donors in the US. Participants between the ages of 16-25 will stay with families 

and will study at Maizpide, and will also go on several outings. Some applicants have never been 

to the Basque Country or know where their families are from.  You do not have to be Basque to 

http://www.ateakireki.eus/
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participate. Hope is that it will become bigger and better and eventually even travel to different 

provinces in the Basque Country.  

 

They are currently looking for a couple of chaperones between the ages of 25-35. They will 

create blog updates, and serve as a contact person for parents.  Ateak Ireki folks will pay for 

flights for chaperones, and they will be housed with folks running the program.  If you are 

interested, please let Argia know.  

 

Philippe thanks Argia for all of her energy and making that program happen. 

This concludes committee reports but want to go back to item six since Juan Mari has further 

Bizi Emankorra nominations. 

 

Juan Mari has other Bizi Emankorra nominations – He thanks NABO for the nomination. He will 

share it with all of his fellow organizers, as they deserve it just as much as he does.  Would like 

to nominate two more - Noel Fagoaga - Quebec - his nomination would make a great statement 

to youth who have been involved.  He has organized and inspires his community and has greatly 

contributed to the success of his club.  

 

Second candidate would be Roberto Guerenabarrena.  Founded the club and he has been engaged 

since the very beginning, and is Juan Mari’s right hand man.  Tremendous guy and a tremendous 

relationship with the local community as well as other clubs.  He feels Roberto deserves the 

award more than he does.  He reads his nomination.  

 

Valerie seconds both nominations - Passes unanimously.  

 

Gaztemundu - Annie reports on 2019 experience. Please refer to committee reports.  There were 

15 participants - 11 from Argentina, 3 from US Mateo Franzoia from Reno Basque Club, Kylie 

Bermensolo from the Basque Museum, and Annie from Euzkaldunak Boise,and 1 from Uruguay. 

Great time to share experiences and learned a lot about other clubs. The program included class 

time as well as outings. There are pictures on the website; and they were also interviewed by 

various media.  She is happy to answer any questions about Gaztemundu at any time.  

 

Social Media - Anne Marie Chiramberro – “Hella Basque” Started as a blog and has now 

branched out on other social media.  She strives to provide more information in English about 

the Basque Country. Tries to provide more information for non-Basques, or others who are 

seeking more information about their roots. Presents some options on how social media can help 
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you reach your goals. Please refer to delegate packet.  She wanted to include NABO in the 

conversation that started at the World Congress.  

 

How do we boost youth interest in Basque clubs and activities? Maybe use social media to attract 

them. Praises Boise for their efforts in using social media to promote their events. Jaialdi using 

social media to get volunteers to work the various booths etc.  

 

Being active on social media reminds folks that you are there between events. Sharing the load 

among club members so one person isn’t always responsible for posting makes it easier. 

She would be happy to help clubs with posting information on events and is available if you 

would like her help promoting your events. She has gone to club websites looking for 

information for upcoming events, but it’s hard to attract people if your website isn’t updated.  

 

Basque Soccer Friendly – Argia explains the genesis of Basque Soccer Friendly.  Proceeds from 

2015, went to BSU in the form of scholarships.  This year the game will be on the weekend 

before Jaialdi. They will be bringing both women and men’s teams to play. For women’s looking 

at teams in the Northwest.  No announcements or ticket sales until everything is finalized.  Will 

be a men’s Basque team, in conversation with them all, with the opponent coming from Mexico 

again.  Cuadrilla will launch in March as part of a fundraiser.  Will provide more information as 

soon as they have finalized the contract.  

 

Kerri Lesh Summer Basque Program - July 12th-26th for three credits.  For students and non-

students too, who want to learn more about Basque gastronomy. Program is a synthesis of what 

her PhD thesis was about. She looked into how Euskara was used to promote gastronomic 

products, and this trip is a synthesis of this research.  Spots are limited, the program is associated 

with UNR but it is part of Academic Credit Options. 1-2 teachers leading 10-12 students. Please 

contact her with any questions.  

 

Euskara Coordinator selection process - received communications from two members concerned 

about the Mt. Home elections. Root of the concern had to do with the timeline of when CVs were 

provided to the delegates, just two days before the meeting.  Philippe apologizes for not getting it 

out sooner, and did respond to both of those clubs separately. He provided a history of the 

various selection processes used for both the Euskara Coordinator and the Facilitator.  Since the 

beginning of those positions, there have been four selections, and each has been different. As 

suggested by the two clubs, create a more firm selection process complete with timelines etc., 

same timeline as we do for officer elections etc.  He will hopefully get the Euskara committee 
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involved. Hope to patch things up with Aitor as well. Wants him to feel that the process was 

done fairly.  

 

Gloria L. - who is on the Euskara Committee? 

Philippe: Chaired by Martin G, Kate C., Valerie Arrechea, John Ysursa, Goisalde Jausoro, Mayi 

Petracek, NABO president and NABO coordinator attends as well.  

 

Enrike - makes sense that the teachers have some input on the election of the new coordinator.   

Sonia has created a form with that in mind and those responses go right to Philippe not to the 

coordinator.  

 

Jim E. main concern was the timeline.  

Mayi - maybe making this a 2-year position may help the timeline of these selections too.   

 

Valerie - these are year by year because they depend on the Basque Government grant and so 

that is why it is not a multi-year thing.   

 

Gloria - if we mean what we say we need to put our money where our mouth is.  If Euskara is 

important we need to fund it.  

 

Marisa - are you asking us what process to use? 

Philippe: No, I’m going to ask the Euskara committee to propose a process.   

 

Hella Basque Sponsorship request that is included in the packets – She is requesting financial 

support to go to Jaialdi with NABO being one of her sponsors.   

Opens the floor to discussion and after much deliberation Cindy moves that we fund the Jaialdi 

booth fee of $75 Frank seconded the motion. Jean would like to amend that she shows that we 

are sponsoring her booth. Jean Pierre Etchechury suggests buying an ad for her in the NABO 

conference program but there is already a motion.  

Called to a vote, the motion that has been seconded is for the $75 booth fee including NABO is 

sponsoring the booth.  

 

Victor suggests buying the ad for her, like a donation.  Philippe says that would be a different 

motion.  

 

The motion fails with more votes against.  
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Victor would like to buy an ad from her on her booth.   

Cindy ad in the Jaialdi book the ad is $50.  

Philippe motion failed so we can move on. 

 

Mayi Petracek - recognizes the finance committee - Peyo Urrutia, Valerie Arrechea, and Victor 

Olano, and Philippe is also on the committee along with Mayi. 

 

Moves to donate to the Alzheimer's Foundation in memory of Emilia Doyaga. As with others we 

sent flowers, we didn’t do that for Emilia but would propose to donate to the Alzheimer's 

Foundation in her name. Other donations are around $150. Moves to donate that amount 

 

Marisa Espinal seconded 

All in favor - passes unanimously.  

 

Valerie - Benan suggested writing to Etxepare in support of naming a program, chair etc, in her 

honor. Moves to that affect Jean Flesher seconds. - passes unanimously.  

 

Future meetings -  

Gooding wants next available Fall - 2024 

SLC winter 2024 

Next meeting in six months in New London   

 

Convention elections for president and treasurer – thinks Philippe  

Cindy moves to adjourn - seconded by Matt Etchepare - all in favor! 

Meeting adjourns at 4:29pm.  

 


